DEPOSIT OF MATERIAL FOR DATA RECOVERY
Name or Company: __________________________________

Phone: _________________________

E-mail:_____________________________________________

adresse: ________________________

Referred by__________________________________________

_______________________________

Hard Drive companie name:___________________________________ SN:_______________________
Operating system? : Mac

Windows

Linux

What happened with your hard drive? Unrecognized ? Disk falling on the floor? strange noises ?

Data to retrieve: example photo documents, Word, PDF, invoicing, databases etc.

I therefore declare that:
I, the undersigned, hereby declare that:DATA DONNEES disclaims full responsibility for the risks incurred in recovering data from hardware that
you have lost data or repairing defective hardware and am aware that this may cause permanent data loss. I acknowledge that DATADONNÉES
is not responssible for the computer, laptop, cellular or hard drive hardware breakdown entrusted for the repair and / or recovery of the data.
Upon recovery of your recovered data, DATADONNEES does not undertake to reconfigure or install hardware, software or database
reinstallation and disclaims all responsibility in all cases mentioned. I certify that the data present on the computer data media deposed at
DATADONNÉES belong to me personally or that I am the representative of the person to whom this computer data media belongs.
* DATA DONNÉES reserves the right to charge installation and dismantling fees for the case or computer for full access to the hard drive ranging
from $ 25 to $ 125 and a $ 50 fee for the transfer of your recovered data Final if you decide to provide your own hard drive.
**** We may need to open the hard drive cover for visual inspection ****
* Upon receipt of your estimate by email, you will have 7 working days to accept or refuse. In the case of a refusal, you will have 5 additional
days for the pick-up of your defective disk or it will be recycled for parts and it will become the property of DATADONNÉES. At this time no
claim will be made on your part.
* I certify that I have deposited material to DATADONNÉES in order to recover my lost data and that I have read and accept the aforementioned
conditions as well as our general conditions of sale and privacy policy available on our website at at the following address: datadonnees.com

this day ___/ ___/ ___
Signature :_______________________________________

